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Abstract: Winding turn fault and high-resistance connection (HRC) fault will lead to different consequences and require different
mitigation actions. In this study, the differentiating features between a turn fault and HRC fault are analysed and compared in a
three-phase surface-mounted permanent magnet machine fed by the inverter with pulse-width-modulation voltages. The
resultant high-frequency components in both voltages and currents are utilised for the fault detection and classification based on
the high-frequency impedance and ripple current, without requiring modifications to the machine or interface design. Extensive
simulations show that this method is capable of fault detection and classification in both transient and steady-state operations.

1諜Introduction
Permanent magnet (PM) machines are being intensively employed
in many application areas such as electric vehicle, industrial servo
drives, and more-electric aircrafts, due to their excellent features of
high efficiency, high torque density etc [1, 2]. Of all the
requirements for some typical applications, high reliability is
essential. An unexpected fault in PM machine drives may lead to
very high repair or replacement cost, or even catastrophic failure.
Thus, how to detect and identify potential faults is the key to
appropriate mitigating action.

Winding short circuit is the most common form of electrical
faults in machines as a result of insulation failure under combined
electrical, thermal, and mechanical stress. This failure may lead to
inter-turn, phase-to-phase, or phase-to-ground failure [3, 4].
Among these failure modes, an inter-turn fault is the worst fault
case since it usually only involves a few turns, resulting in a very
low impedance of the short-circuited path. As a result, the large
fault current is induced, producing excessive heat which further
degrades the insulation between the windings and lamination, and
eventually leading to complete failure. However, inter-turn short
circuit, also known turn-to-turn short circuit, gives rise to a very
benign effect in the motor phase voltage and current. Hence,
detection of a single turn short circuit before it develops into
catastrophic failure is the most challenging and yet indispensable.
Methods of turn fault detection using current signal analysis have
been proposed in [5, 6], where specific harmonics are analysed
using frequency-based or time-frequency-based, wavelet transform
etc techniques. These harmonics are exclusive to certain machines
types, reducing its applicability to generic machines. A majority of
turn fault (TF) detection methods are based on the phase
asymmetry, including the 2nd harmonic in dq currents and voltages
[7], negative sequence currents and voltages [8], fundamental
component in zero sequence voltages and currents [9] etc. The
phase asymmetry resulting from a turn fault is common in most
balanced multi-phase machines and, hence, the fault detection
process is much more flexible for different applications. However,
phase unbalance can be caused by many other factors and is not
unique to the turn fault.

Another type of fault, high-resistance connection (HRC) fault,
can be caused by a loose connection in any device between the
source and the machine or damaged contact surfaces. It can cause

local over-heating and subsequently break the connection [10].
Unlike the TF, the damage to the machine caused by HRC is not
that severe. In most cases, HRC only deteriorates the operating
performance of the machine, such as an increase in torque ripple
and reduction in efficiency; thus, it does not necessarily require
immediate shutdown. Hence, different faults need to be detected
and classified for appropriate remedial action.

Several HRC detection techniques have been proposed in [11–
13]. However, the common problems of these detection techniques
are that they focus on detecting TFs or HRC faults separately,
without the consideration of the other faults. As a matter of fact,
similar to the TF, the fundamental feature of an HRC fault is the
impedance asymmetry. As a result, many methods proposed
originally for the turn fault detection based on the asymmetric
features will lead to similar results for the HRC fault. Thus, further
analysis is needed.

The detection and classification of TF and HRC based on zero
sequence voltage and negative sequence current in an induction
machine is proposed in [14]. Both amplitude and phase angle of
three-phase currents are obtained and compared to find a different
pattern for the two fault types. In [15], the phase angle of both
fundamental current and impedance are used to realise the fault
classification. However, the impedance phase angle obtained by the
prior measured machine parameters may change under different
operating conditions. In addition, the technique is only valid in
steady-state conditions and will lead to a false alarm in transient.

The feature of differences in the phase impedances caused by
turn fault and HRC fault in high-frequency region is more
significant when the inductive effect is much more dominant than
the resistive effect, making it possible to distinguish them.
Therefore, a new method based on the high-frequency impedance
and PWM ripple current is proposed in this paper, aimed to detect
and classify the turn fault and HRC fault.

2諜Fault analysis
2.1 Turn fault conditions

A turn fault is caused by insulation breakdown between turns in the
same phase winding. The resistance of the insulation can decrease
from a few Mっ to a very small value, and reach 0 in the most
serious situation, creating a short circuit loop. Without loss of
generality, the equivalent circuit model of three-phase surface-
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mounted permanent magnet (SPM) assuming turn fault occurs in
phase A, with the conventional inverter drive system, is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The windings of phase A is divided into two parts, the
healthy part (h), and the faulted part (f) with an additional short
circuit resistor. The percentage of the number of the shorted turns
over the total number of the turns in phase A is denoted as た. The
self-inductances in the healthy and faulted parts, their mutual
inductances, and the mutual inductances between phase A and the
other phases are also defined. As the back-EMF is almost linearly
proportional to the number of turns, the EMFs in both healthy and
faulted parts can be expressed as functions of た. Based on the
circuit, the model under the fault conditions can be expressed in
(1). The self-inductance and mutual inductance can be obtained
from finite element analysis [16].

Us
TF

= Rs
TF

is
TF

+ Ls
TF

dis
TF

/dt + es
TF (1)

where Us
TF

= [uah ua f ubn ucn]
T
, is

TF
= [ia ib ic i f ]

T
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TF =

1 − μ

μ

1

1
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TF

= R

1 − μ

μ

1

1

Ls
TF

=

Lhh Mh f Mhb Mhc

Mh f L f f M f b M f c

Mhb M f b L M

Mhc M f c M L

ubn and ucn are the phase voltages for phases B and C. uah and uaf
are the voltages in the healthy and faulted parts of phase A, whose
sum is the phase voltage of phase A. The voltage across the faulted
turns, uaf, can also be calculated by the product of the fault current,
if, and the short circuit resistance, shown in (2). The short circuit
resistance Rf is assumed zero for the sake of simplicity. Then uaf鳥=鳥
0, and uan鳥=鳥uah.

ua f = R f i f

uan = uah + ua f

(2)

In fault conditions, the following approximations may be
considered for the further simplification:

M ≃ Mhb + M f b ≃ Mhc + M f c

L ≃ Lhh + 2Mh f + L f f

(3)

In most cases, the neutral point, n, of the three-phase windings is
floating (not connected to ground) and also inaccessible, as shown
in Fig. 1. Thus, the phase voltage referred to n cannot be measured
directly. The difference between the phase voltages uan, ubn, ucn
and the inverter output voltages uao ubo, uco, referred to the DC link
midpoint, is the zero sequence voltage uno, which neither can be
measured. Thus, in order to build the relationship between the
measured voltages and the phase currents, uno needs to be
eliminated. By employing a three-phase resistor network to form

an artificial neutral point m, shown in Fig. 1, the phase voltages
referred to point m can be expressed in (4), where uno is eliminated
naturally. These voltages are measured and used to examine the
relationship with phase currents

uam = uao −
uao + ubo + uco

3
= uan −

uan + ubn + ucn

3

ubm = ubo −
uao + ubo + uco

3
= ubn −

uan + ubn + ucn

3

ucm = uco −
uao + ubo + uco

3
= ucn −

uan + ubn + ucn

3

(4)

Accordingly, voltage equations are modified, and the expression of
the measured voltages is shown in (5)
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As the voltages are generated in the form of PWM, they contain
rich high-frequency harmonics. Thus, the high-frequency
components of voltages and currents can also be evaluated by
neglecting the back-EMFs because they are at a much lower
frequency. Also, as the switching frequency is set at 10跳kHz, and
with the consideration of the spectrum of measured voltages uam,
shown in Fig. 2, the high-frequency components around 20跳k Hz
are adopted and obtained by bandpass filters, according to [17]. At
such frequency, the effect of resistance can be ignored due to the
dominance of inductance. Thus, unified voltage equations at high
frequency can be derived and written in (6), where the subscript
‘HF’ in voltages and currents denotes their high-frequency
components and s denotes the Laplace operator

Um_HF
TF

= Rsm
TF

dis_HF
TF

/dt = sLsm
TF

is_HF
TF (6)

where

Um_HF
TF

= [uam_HF ubm_HF ucm_HF ]
T
,

is_HF
TF

= [ia_HF ib_HF ic_HF i f _HF]
T

The high-frequency short circuit current due to the turn fault
can be predicted using (7), and the relationship between the three-
phase high-frequency currents and voltages is characterised by the
complex operational impedance matrix sLm

TF in (8)

i f _HF = (L f f + Mh f )ia_HF + M f bib_HF + M f cic_HF

= (L f f + Mh f − M f c)ia_HF + (M f b − M f c)ib_HF

(7)

Um_HF
TF

= sLm
TF

im_HF
TF (8)

Fig. 1超 Equivalent circuit and parameters with turn fault
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where im_HF
TF

= [ia_HF ib_HF ic_HF ]
T

Lm
TF

=

L + A(L f f + Mh f ) M + AM f b M + AM f b

M + B(L f f + Mh f ) L + BM f b M + BM f c
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3L f f

B =
(Mh f + L f f ) − 2M f b + M f c

3L f f

C =
(Mh f + L f f ) − M f b − 2M f c

3L f f

2.2 High-resistance fault conditions

When a HRC fault occurs, the machine windings can be modelled
with an additional resistor 〉R connected to the faulted phase
winding, as shown in Fig. 3, assuming that the fault occurs in phase
A. The phase voltage equations in the HRC condition can be
expressed as (9)

Us
HRC

= Rs
HRC

im
HRC

+ Ls
HRC

dim
HRC

/dt + es
HRC (9)

where
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T
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T
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R + ΔR 0 0

0 R 0
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With the same consideration and the same circuit configuration
of the additional resistor network to generate the artificial neutral
point m shown in Fig. 3, the expression of the measured phase
voltages against m is shown in (10)
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where
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After the simplification and neglect of back-EMF and resistive
impedance at high frequency, the relationship between the high-
frequency voltages and high-frequency currents is expressed in
(11)

Um_HF
HRC

= Lm
HRC

dim_HF
HRC

/dt = sLm
HRC

im_HF
HRC (11)

where

Um_HF
HRC

= [uam_HF ubm_HF ucm_HF]
T
, im_HF

HRC
= [ia_HF ib_HF ic_HF]

T

3諜Fault detection and classification

Comparing the high-frequency voltage as in (8) and (10), it is
apparent that the difference lies in the inductance matrix. For the
HRC fault condition, the inductance matrix is identical to that in
healthy conditions, being symmetrical and characterised by the
synchronous inductance. This implies that the relationships
between high-frequency voltages and the corresponding high-
frequency currents are identical for three phases in terms of phase
shift and magnitude ratio, regardless of whether the voltages are
symmetrical or not. For the convenience of data processing, the
ratio of the RMS values of the high-frequency voltage and high-
frequency current, i.e. the high-frequency impedance, is calculated
to represent their relationship, shown in (12), where x, y denotes a,
b, and c, and rms denotes the RMS value. From the analysis, the
three-phase high-frequency impedances should remain equal in the
HRC fault condition as they are in healthy condition, shown in
(13). However, as the symmetry at the fundamental frequency is
broken due to the HRC fault, the voltage modulation indexes are
different among the three phases. As the spectrum of the output
PWM voltages are dependent on the modulation index, both the
high-frequency voltages and currents are no longer identical in the
three phases

Zx_HF =
ux − HF

rms

ix − HF
rms (12)

Zx_HF = Zy_HF (13)

For turn fault conditions, the inductance matrix shown in (8) does
not have the same characteristic. With the parameters obtained
from finite element analysis, the relationship between the high-
frequency voltages and currents can be evaluated. Unlike the HRC
fault conditions, the high-frequency impedances in each phase
calculated in the turn fault conditions are unequal to each other.
Thus, a turn fault introduces asymmetry into both the fundamental
and high-frequency components. Consequently, apart from the
high-frequency impedance, the high-frequency voltages and
currents also deviate from each other among the three phases due
to the asymmetrical modulation indexes.

Based on the foregoing analysis, the features of modulation
indexes, high-frequency voltages, high-frequency currents, and
high-frequency impedances among the three phases are shown in
Table 1. 

From Table 1, it is evident that by applying the features of high-
frequency currents, a turn fault or HRC fault can be detected but
cannot be distinguished. By applying the features of the high-
frequency impedance, these two types of fault can be classified. To

Fig. 2超 Spectrum of the voltage uam
 

Fig. 3超 Equivalent circuit and parameters with high-resistance connection
fault
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avoid dependency on the machine parameters and operating
conditions, the fault indicators are defined as the ratios of the
selected variables between two phases, shown in (14) and (15).
Based on Table 1, the features of the ratios in the health and two
different fault conditions are shown in Table 2. By examining the
ratios, these two types of faults can be detected and classified with
the flow chart shown in Fig. 4. As a turn fault needs to be detected
more swiftly to avoid significant damage and the deviation of
impedance ratio from 1 is evaluated first. If it is unequal to 1, then
the turn fault can be diagnosed immediately. If not, then check the
ratios of RMS high-frequency currents to determine whether the
machine is healthy or an HRC fault has occurred

ki_xy =
ix − HF
rms

iy − HF
rms

, x ≠ y (14)

kZ_xy =
Zx_HF

Zy_HF
(15)

4諜Simulation results
The machine under study is a three-phase SPM machine with 12
slots and 7 pole pairs. The main design and operational parameters
are shown in Table 3. The machine is controlled by an outer speed
loop and two inner current loops in the dq reference frame. One
turn short-circuit fault is injected in phase A to represent the turn
fault conditions, and 0.1跳っ extra resistor is added to the winding of
phase A to represent the HRC fault conditions. 

Fig. 5 shows the detection result of the RMS currents ratios and
high-frequency impedance ratios in healthy, HRC fault, and turn
fault conditions. The machine operates at 1000跳r/min with a load of
150跳A current initially. At 0.1跳s, 0.1跳っ additional resistance is
activated in phase A to simulate the HRC fault caused by poor
contact. This fault is removed at 0.2跳s when one turn fault in phase
B is injected and lasted until 0.3跳s. It should be noted that the
detector outputs represents the processed signals proportional to
the RMS voltage and current, and the initial deviations of the
current and impedance ratios from 1.0 are caused by the delay in
the RMS computation. 

It is evident that during the healthy state, the RMS high-
frequency currents in the three phases are almost identical, so are
the high-frequency impedances. Hence, both the ratios between
two adjacent phases are 1. When an HRC fault occurs, the RMS
currents are different from each other, leading to the ratios unequal
to 1. However, the impedance ratios are hardly affected, remaining
close to the reference value of 1.0. When a turn fault occurs, both
the ratios of the RMS currents and the high-frequency impedances
deviate from 1.0. Thus, it is convenient to detect and classify the
two faults based on the two ratios.

The effects of the transient state on the ratios are also examined
by simulation. In this case, the machine operates initially at 500跳
r/min with the current of 100跳A. At 0.1跳s, a step change of current
from 100 to 150跳A takes place, followed by an increase in speed
from 500 to 1500跳r/min between 0.2 and 0.5跳s, as shown in Fig. 6.
The HRC fault is activated from 0.3 to 0.4跳s, whereas the turn fault
is activated from 0.4 to 0.5跳s. The detection results are shown in
Fig. 7. It can be seen that the ratios of the high-frequency current
and impedance are not affected by the current step change or speed

Table 1諜Features comparison in healthy and fault
conditions
Healthy condition High-resistance fault Turn fault
symmetrical
modulation index

asymmetrical
modulation index

asymmetrical
modulation index

ux_HF
rms = uy_HF

rms ux_HF
rms ≠ uy_HF

rms ux_HF
rms ≠ uy_HF

rms

ix_HF
rms

= iy_HF
rms

ix_HF
rms

≠ iy_HF
rms

ix_HF
rms

≠ iy_HF
rms

Zx_HF = Zy_HF Zx_HF = Zy_HF Zx_HF ≠ Zy_HF

 

Table 2諜Ratios of RMS currents and high frequency
impedance in healthy and fault conditions
Healthy condition High-resistance fault Turn fault
ki_xy = 1 ki_xy ≠ 1 ki_xy ≠ 1

kZ_xy = 1 kZ_xy = 1 kZ_xy ≠ 1

 

Fig. 4超 Faults detection and classification steps
 

Table 3諜Design and operational parameters
Machine topology: surface-mounted, fractional slot per pole

number of pole pairs 7
number of slots 12
axial length (active), mm 118
outer diameter (excluding case), mm 150
number of turns per coil 8
number of coils per phase 4
maximum/base speeds, r/min 5000/1350
peak/continuous torques, N m 70/35
torque constant, N m/A peak 0.415
efficiency at 1350跳rpm/33.5 N m 94.4
continuous current, A peak/rms 85/60.5
maximum current, A peak/rms 170/121
phase resistance at 120°C, mっ 20.8
synchronous inductance, mH 0.344
flux linkage per phase, mWb 39.6
back-EMF constant, V peak s/rad 0.277
 

Fig. 5超 Responses of high-frequency currents ratios and high-frequency
impedance ratios in healthy, HRC fault, and turn fault conditions
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variation in healthy condition. Thus, a false alarm is unlikely to be
triggered by transient states. Also, when faults occur during
transient states, they can still be detected and classified
successfully, making the detection and classification more reliable
and robust. 

5諜Conclusions
A new detection and classification algorithm for turn fault and
HRC fault conditions based on high-frequency impedance and
high-frequency PWM ripple current has been described. It has been
shown by theoretical analysis that a turn fault gives rise to

asymmetric high-frequency impedances in a three-phase SPM
machine while three-phase symmetry is maintained under an HRC
fault. This difference together with high-frequency PWM ripple
currents is used for the fault detection and classification. The utility
and effectiveness of the algorithm are demonstrated via the
simulations on a three-phase SPM drive.
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